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Lenz: 
Presented issues to Regents. 
Director of Finance, budget gap next year $7-8B. 
2nd week of Nov., State Budget Analyst reports, and then is clearer what UC situation might be; 
10-11 FY not likely to be much different from 09-10, where there was creative financing, raise 
revenues, and significant cuts. No economic boom coming to CA so recovery will not be without 
pain, need more than just cuts. 
 
Recommendation 15% Jan increase of fees and 15% next year. 
 
He wants to separate out fee increase from state general funds stuff. 07-08 would be back if we 
got 600M, and would need 400M to get back to other stuff. So fee buyout would not help. 
 
Issues regarding graduate student fee increases—problems absorbed by campus. Diff for 
engineering and business at upper division level. Putting parameters around what is what. 
Recommendation will be a mandatory fee so students will qualify for Cal grant funding rather 
than up to campus which would eliminate Cal grant eligibility. Part of decision for differential is 
courses being high cost, as well as high demand (Business). Is partially because state will not 
be able to do anything for us. 
 
Increase Blue and Gold program from 60K to 70K, help with financial aid—will cost 2.7M. Is 
available AFTER Pell grants and Cal grants. 
 
Enrollment recommendation—4 year plan last year, reduce first time freshman by 2300 per year, 
but increasing transfers from CC, next year, only increase CC by 500. Next year will go from 
155M from 14000 overenrolled to 170M, and this is what Yudof wants to ask for, but Lenz 
pushing back. [NB: NO SENATE INPUT ON THESE IDEAS BEFORE PROPOSED] 
 
His personal opinion—have to have restoration of $305M as one time cut 09-10, and restoration 
of state’s obligation to fund UCRP @ $96M. If state does not do it, we will NOT continue 
furlough. If he knew then what he knows now, from Jan to end of budget process, UC budget 
was reduced by 25%.  
 
4 other components: 1. Nov 2010 capital bond; 2. $400M for general capital stuff; 3. $100M for 
health sciences, and finally, 4. protecting the current entitlement for Cal grant. Is now 
legislative language that says no $$ for UCRP. 
 
Prez of CSU says will reduce students by 30,000, so is statement that they will not continue to 
say can do quality education when they can’t—all next year. 
 
Question—why not asking for whole $1.6B, which is what is needed, but don’t want to cloud 
what it is we really need. Separate out the needs from what we will ask for. 
 
[Regarding 400M building—want to flip playing field for seismic upgrades and capital 
renovations in the works for over a year. Is now 600M of backed up capital stuff that state 
haven’t funded. Idea to buy an already built building rather than build, especially if don’t get a 
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bond issue this November. A lot of juggling in order to get seismic capital stuff done without a 
bond specifically for that.]. 
 
Options if don’t get 305: reduced enrollment by 15%. Not clear if Regents would go for it. Not 
clear that Regents would let campuses manage it. He said to EVCs yesterday, have to insure 
that we will pull trigger if we don’t get it. Cannot bluff. 184M to restore furlough, and more of it 
is staff 55%. 
 
? What is marginal cost of cutting 15%. Not really save $$, but it is so distasteful state wouldn’t 
want to do it. Cannot make common budget with CSU to have strength in numbers dealing with 
legislature. 
 
PETER TAYLOR; CFO 
 
Debt programs:  see handout 
 
Taxable commercial paper; new –now using it to finance payroll; also used when capital 
projects are part commercial (biotech) rather than tax exempt comm. paper 
 
UC is at top of credit rating spectrum. 
 
Medical centers bonds are separate by policy, not statute or law; didn’t want med ctrs credit 
rating dragging down UCs. 
 
Financing Trust Structure—for 3rd party stuff; parking structure 
 
Customized Master Lease Structure—cost efficiencies by going with 3rd party to do, e.g., office 
building 
 
State Gen Oblig bonds does not put us on hook, be we aren’t high on list for state. 
 
Use Gen Rev Bonds, for core Academic buildings. 
Limited Proj Rev Bonds for auxiliary, parking, housing, etc. 
Med Ctr pooled Rev Bonds; capital needs are quite immense, and surprise that would be in AA, 
given seismic needs; need 5-10B in next period of time 
 
Academic plan should drive capital expenditures, not impact on ratings influence decision. There 
will be a strategy to make Med Ctr bonds less attractive to give more flex and to insulate non-
Med ctr campuses from increased risk and lowered bond ratings. 
 
Gen Rev Bonds and Long Proj Rev Bonds, have eliminated 10% reserve because general 
revenues as security is sufficient as security. 
 
Current UC debt is very front-loaded; want to try to move some of principal back into academic 
stuff, because have structured new bonds not to pay principal originally. Other public 
institutions do have some bonds that principal paid off at end (bullet or balloon). 
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Generally do not use tuition and fees for debt service; more as security for the GRBs. 
 
Debt is becoming a more important aspect of UC functioning, so want to marry the 6B external 
debt capacity with the internal feasibility of projects by campus with affordability. Tries to help 
campuses link capital budget with operating budget. 
 
Using commercial paper to help with state cash flow deferrals . 
 
One creative thing was when CFO bought $200M bond from state which then turned around 
and gave it to UC; borrowed at 0.3 in commercial paper, getting 3.15 from the Gen Oblg bond.  
 
814M was had to give cash back, because budget wasn’t finished until May, last year had to 
send state 715M back (08-09). K-12 has to be paid first by law, then public education, so in May 
ended up with 1.5B less cash. 
 
HARRY POWELL; SYSTEMWIDE CHAIR 
 
Yudof responded to pressure from Senate to have a meeting with budget people. Chancellors 
should do same on campus. Closing programs MUST have Senate input on campuses. 
 
Gould commission Futures, took a bit of time to populate, concern for shared governance, and 
hope that will be back and forth between working groups and relevant senate committees. 
 
UCPB has opportunity to quickly weigh in on differential fees, history of which was considered 
when “everything was on the table.” Taken off the table, but now, back on the table. Shared 
Governance was run a bit roughshod over. 
 
ADMINISTRATIVE SALARY & FTE issues 
OP Office of Institutional Research 
 
AT UCSF, HOW MANY FTES OF MSP OR OTHER MANAGEMENT ARE LOCATED IN 
DEPARTMENTS VS IN OTHER NON-ACADEMIC/DEPARTMENTAL UNITS? GROWTH OVER LAST X 
YEARS. 
 
 
Yudof interview with NY Times, will be a response in NY Times 
 
 
RETREAT OF SYSTEMWIDE COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND SYSTEMWIDE DIVISION CHAIRS 
 
Updates on Intersegmental Committee—UC Chairs this year. Given anniv of Master Plan, want 
to emphasize renegotiation regarding Master Plan. 
 
Gould commission issues; [see above]; need current senate representation 
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Urban myth of 5.3B “reserve”—is not a reserve, bulk is for approved construction; 2nd legally 
required operating reserves for med ctrs (100M each), bunch of small endowmentish. Is now 
shrinking maybe to 3.XX; ?How? have had to go into overdraft with hope that there will be 
payback. (See Peter Taylor on OP website). 
 
Extension on compendium task force (all rules). 
 
Education abroad 
 
Impact on furloughs. Larry P and Nathan Brostrum (Interim VP for biz) 
Online stuff; Dan Greenstein, Vice Provost 
 
Academic Council— 
Budget that includes fee increases for everybody inc. grad aca students—one view is that it is a 
wash—raise and give it back to them. Not a wash, everybody takes a cut in their tax. 
 
WHAT IS UCSF PLANNING IN TERMS OF THEIR BLOCK CUT? 
 
 
EAP— 
 
Positioned as a service, not an Academic program, was one view from consultant. Needs 2 
UCPB people to serve 
 
F/U of Davis Div of Ag & Nat Res + Coop Ext Program needs rep from UCPB to help revise 
appropriate criteria for review. 3 identified 
 
Diff fees an item in Sept Regents meeting because of 800M as possible issue. 


